Abstract. Algebraic facts about the space of polynomials contained in the span of integer translates of a compactly supported function are derived and then used in a discussion of the various quasi{interpolants from that span.
Introduction
This note was stimulated by the recent papers CD], CJW], and CL] in which the authors take a new look at the space of integer translates of box splines and, in particular, introduce and highlight the commutator of a locally supported pp function ' of several variables. The intent of this note is to o er alternative proofs of some of these results, and to point to some connections with earlier work (e.g., BH] , DM83] , BJ]), but also to focus more attention on the space ' of all polynomials contained in the span of the integer translates of the box spline (or other compactly supported) '.
The rst section collects simple algebraic facts about ' The second section records that ' is invariant under di erentiation and translation, and brings yet another characterization of ' , this time in terms of the Fourier transform of '.
The nal section makes use of these facts about ' in a discussion of the various quasi{interpolants available.
Throughout, I will use standard multi{index notation. I nd it convenient to use the Here I use the convolution product notation
since there is no danger of confusion with either the continuous or the discrete convolution product. I nd it convenient to use the special notation ' 0 f = f 0 ' for all f 2 S;
since, for f = ' c,
As a consequence, one gets the inclusion (1:6) \ S ff 2 : ' 0 f = f 0 'g = ' ;
and the conclusion that ' 0 : f 7 ! ' 0 f maps ' into \ S. This implies that there must be equality throughout (1.6) as soon as the linear map L := ' 0 j ' can be shown to be 1{1. But that is easy to do under the assumption that ' is normalized, i.e., Note that ' is necessarily nite dimensional, since ' is compactly supported. Precisely, for any bounded set G, the set
is nite, hence if G also has interior, then
The sharpest bound attainable this way for a piecewise continuous ' would be
In any case, this implies that
with the Neumann series actually nite.
The assumption that ' be normalized is no real restriction except when
In this case, (1.7) shows L to be degree{reducing, hence in particular, not invertible. Consequently, \ S may be strictly smaller than ' . For example, with ' = 1 on ?1; 0 , = ?1 on 0; 1 , and = 0 otherwise, ' = 1 6 = 0 = \ S. 
Invariance
and then shown to satisfy (2:6)
in case j j < m and <m ' . In other words, g = L ?1 () .
Since (2.6) is, o hand, the reason for our interest in the g , it would seem more direct to de ne the g by (2.6), i.e., to set (2:7) g := L ?1 () ; and then to verify that necessarily (2.5) holds for these g , as follows:
using Proposition 1 and the normalization P j '(j) = 1. This even shows the validity of (2.6) for any for which () 2 ' , since then also () 2 ' for all , hence the de nition g := L ?1 () makes sense for all such . This leaves unanswered the question of whether the two de nitions, (2.5) and (2.7), are equivalent, at least for the range of for which they both make sense. It also raises the question as to the nature of the The resulting di erent normalization of g as compared with (2.5) or (2.7) avoids all those factorials. 
Quasi{interpolants
The space ' is of interest because it characterizes the local approximation order obtainable from S, or, more precisely, from the ladder (S h Further, the local approximation order of S is the largest k for which dist(f; S h ) = O(h k ) for all smooth f, with the distance measured in some norm, e.g., the max{norm on some bounded domain, and the support of the approximation to f within h of the support of f.
In FS], Fix and Strang give a characterization of the local approximation order from the ladder (S h ) which, in the terms of Section 1, can be phrased thus: it is the largest k for which (3:1) U := 1 ? ' 0 is degree-reducing on <k : Proposition 1.1 shows that we can state this condition more simply as (3:2) <k ' :
To be precise, FS] consider the \controlled" approximation order, which turns out to be the same as the local approximation order; cf. BJ].
Fix and Strang use in their proof a quasi{interpolant whose construction relies on Fourier transform arguments which, in a univariate context, can already be found in Schoenberg's basic spline paper S] and which appear in the proof of Proposition 2.2. This makes it easy to recall their construction here. This implies that, on ' \ k , U bk=2c already vanishes, hence only half the iteration (3.8) is necessary in this case.
Even for a symmetric ', the support of the resulting may be far from minimal. Since we are only interested in extending a linear functional from ' , a support consisting of (dim ' ) points is su cient. These points can be chosen from ZZ d since ZZ d is total for . It would be interesting to nd out whether they could be chosen as neighbors.
Such questions of minimal support for have been answered quite elegantly by Dahmen and Micchelli in case ' is a box spline. They nd in DM85] that the (dim ' ) integer points in the (right{continuous) support of ' are linearly independent over ' , and so conclude the existence of an extension from ' involving just these (dim ' ) point evaluations. I note that the quasi{interpolant construction in BJ] takes the opposite tack. Instead of constructing an appropriate as a linear combination of certain point evaluations, a compactly supported function 2 S is constructed there so that 0 already reproduces ' .
